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Shipwreck
Starfield

This song by Starfield is just absolutely amazing. I really have no words to
describe it, but I am sure that everyone who really listens to this song can
strongly relate to it and feel a certain sense of belongingness... And as
soon as I heard it I looked for the tabs online because I did not want to
waste any time trying to tab it, I just wanted to know how to play it
already. Surprisingly, I could not find a single tab of this song... so I
decided to tab it and put it on the web for everyone. Hope you all love this
song as much as I do. And this tab goes specially to Jordan, who introduced
me to this outstanding band... thanks for being so amazing! :)

Artist: Starfield
Album: Beauty In The Broken
Song: Shipwreck

Capo on 1st Fret

Intro

Bm-D-G x 4

Verse 1

Bm          D
I built a fortress
        G
With a hundred thousand faces
Bm            D
I ll keep it safe
        G
With a hundred thousand more
          Em
But these masks are wearing thin
       A
As You draw me in

Bm          D
I spent my time
        G
On the empty and the fleeting
Bm          D
I spent my life
         G
On much less than I d dreamed
          Em
But I m reaching out to you
    A
To make me new



Chorus

       Bm           D      G
 Cause I am just a beggar here at Your door
Bm           D         G
I am just a shipwreck here on Your shore
Bm            D
I come empty handed
G
Ready to see
     Em                                A
Your life in me changing who I ve been
                     Bm-D-G x 2
To who I need to be

Verse 2
Bm               D
You tell me my story
        G
As You swift between the pages
Bm           D
I feel redemption
        G
In the space between each turn
           Em
Could You take me in Your arms
     A
And tell it just once more
           Em
Could You take me in Your arms
     A
And tell it just once more

Chorus

       Bm           D      G
 Cause I am just a beggar here at Your door
Bm           D         G
I am just a shipwreck here on Your shore
Bm            D
I come empty handed
G
Ready to see
     Em                                A
Your life in me changing who I ve been                 
       Bm           D      G
 Cause I am just a beggar here at Your door
Bm           D         G
I am just a shipwreck here on Your shore
Bm            D
I come empty handed
G
Ready to see



     Em                                A
Your life in me changing who I ve been
                     
To who I need to be...

++++ Plays Bm-D-G then fade out +++++


